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Abstract-The Michaelis-Menton equation arises in a variety of biomolecular kinetics, pharma- 
cokinetics, and pharmacodynamics applications. In this paper, we examine the solution, using the 
decomposition method, of the general Michaelis-Menton equation. We show that Beal’s [l] solution 
is a special subcase of the more general decomposition solution. 
Keywords-Michaelis-Menton equation, Adomian polynomials, Decomposition method, Phar- 
macokinetics, Pharmacodynamics. 
The modified Michaelis-Menten equation describes the kinetics of an oral dose of phenytoin 
from time zero to the time of peak concentration [2]. The equation is: 
de(t) 
dt=r- 
vc(t) 
K + C(t) 
where r, V, and K are constants satisfying r 2 0 and V, K > 0. This restriction is not necessary 
when using the decomposition method [5,6]. It is, however, in the modeling of the problem as 
used in [1,3-41. Note that C(t = 0) = C(0). W e will reserve Ce as the notation for the first term 
of the decomposition series which is equal to C(0) only if T = 0). In this case, we obtain the 
explicit solution of S.L. Beal in [l]. 
By decomposition [5,6], we can write 
C(t) = Co - L-lV z A, { C(t)(K + C(t))-‘} 
n=O 
where the A,{.} are the Adomian polynomials generated for the quantity in brackets, ie. C(K + 
C)-’ = f(C). The inverse operator L-l is given by L-r = Ji(.)dt. Our objective is an m-term 
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approximant qm[C] = Cr.: G(t) w lc converges in the limit to C(t) h’ h 
G-J(t) =C(O) + L%, 
Cl(t) = - L-‘VA,,, 
C+,(t) = - KIVA1, 
Cn(t) = - J~-~VA,_~. 
To determine the A,, let u = K + C(t). Then 
f(C) = C(u)? 
First, we can write the A,{u-‘} (see p.55 in [5]). 
Ao = z$, 
AI = -u&, 
-3 -2 
A2 = -u,y2u2 + uO ul , 
A3 = -u,~u, + ~u,~u~u~ - u,“u;, 
A4 = -ui2u4 + ui3[ui + 2ulu3]- 3u;4&2 + u;suf, 
A5 = -%-2U5 + 2u,3[U2U3 + ulu4] - ~u,~[u~u; + u&31 + 4U;su;u, _ U,“U:, 
Since (K + c)-’ = C,“==, A,, ie., the above A,, and C = C,“=, C,, the f(C) is given by: 
Performing the Cauchy product, 
2 An-V(C)1 = 5 { 2 G-w% {W + C)-‘}} 
n=O n=O v=o 
Thus 
An{f(C)} = 2 G-,A, {(K + c)-‘> 
v=o 
so that 
Ao{f(C)) = CoAo {(K + C,-‘} 7 
Al{f(C)} = CIAO {(K + C>-‘} + C’oAl {(K + C)-‘} , 
&.{f(C)} = &A0 {(K + C)-‘} + GA1 {(K + C)-‘} + Co-4 {(K + C)-‘> > 
A3{f(C)} = C3Ao {(K + C)-'} + C2A1 {(K + C,-‘} + C1A2 {(K + c,-‘} 
+CoA3{(K+C)-‘}, 
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co = C(0) + L-l?-, 
Cl = - L--‘VCo(K + Co)--‘, 
CT.2 = - L-‘VCl(K + co>-’ + L-‘VCOCl(K + cor2, 
c, = - L-w$(K + C&l + L-‘vc;(K + cor2 
+ L-1vc&2(K + co)-2 - L-1vcoc,2(K + cor3, 
With the L-’ integrations, 
co = C(0) + L-G + co + rt, 
Cl = -VCl)(K + Co)-% 
C2 = -VC1(K + Co)-9 + VCOCl(K + cor2t 
= {V2Co(K + coy - V2C,2(K + cor3} ;, 
m-1 
Pm = c G 
n=O 
is the mth-approximant to C(t). 
We can continue this process with a symbolic processor or use convergence acceleration with 
a Pade approximant or other appropriate transforms. 
This problem can also be done by modified decomposition [5-61 a~ follows: 
dC(t )-=r-VC(K+C)-1. 
dt 
Let C = Cz=, C,t n. The dC/dt = Cri_,(n + 1)&+1(t). Let u = K+ C and u = c,“==, %tn. 
For f(u) = u-l, we write C~=oAn{u-l}tn where for n > 1, the A, = C~=oc(v,n)f(v)(uo). 
This algorithm and the scheme to write the c(w, n) are given in [6]. Since f(u) = u-l, f(“)(uo) = 
(-l)(“JJ&-(v+l) Now for f(C) = C(K+C)-‘, Cr_, An{f(C)}tn = C(K+C)-l = (Cr=, Cntn) 
(CT=, A,,{uwl}tV = Crf”=, tn Cr=, C,_vAv{u-l}. Hence, 
A, {f(C)} = g G-v& {u-l} 
v=o 
and 
vC(~+c)-‘=VgA,{u-‘} =Ft+A,. 
v=o n=O v=o 
Substituting in (l), 
g(n + l)C,+rtn = 2 tn 2 A, {u-l} , 
n=O n=O v=o 
co = C(0) + L-G, 
(n + I)&+1 = -@A, {u-l}, 
v=o 
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Or 
c n+l = -W:,,& {u-l} 
n+l 
to obtain the components of C and consequently the approximant. 
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